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Grid Trading is a trading strategy that places multiple buy orders at prices below the
current market price while placing sell orders at prices above the current market price.
This creates a grid of buy-sell orders over the set price ranges. Grid trading can be
executed with an automated system and does not require any prerequisite knowledge
of market trends.

Figure 1: An example screenshot of AstroGap Grid Trading Bot.
AstroGap Grid Trading Bot is an AI-driven crypto grid trading bot that allows users to
automatically and systematically perform grid trading on the cryptocurrency market.
Figure 1 shows an example of our grid trading bots. In this figure, a BTC/BUSD grid
trading is executed from 39000 BUSD/BTC to 44000 BUSD/BTC. Orders that are lower
than the market price are placed as buy orders (red lines), otherwise sell orders (green
lines). We can see that the prices are deviating within the range that is set for the bot,
and therefore the bot can automatically buy-low-sell-high and accumulate profit along
the way.
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Our bots are packed with 8 core features to combat the volatile nature of the
cryptocurrency market, aiming to maximise profit while minimising loss for our
customers. We list each of them in detail below.

(2A)
(2B)
(2C)
Figure 2: A comparison of traditional grids (2A & 2B) and a grid with a focused zone (2C).
AI Simple Focus Zone is a feature that allows our bots to better optimise the use of the
investment fund to generate a more concentrated grid of buy-sell orders around the
market price. Traditionally, price differences between orders are equal (relatively).
Figure 2 shows a comparison of traditional grids and a grid with a focused zone.
Traditional grids with different values of grid sizes (0.6 for 2A and 0.3 for 2B,
respectively) are shown on the left-hand side, while a grid with a focused zone (2C) is
shown on the right-hand side. We observe that, for the same price range (e.g., 40000
to 44000 BUSD), the number of orders varies between settings. A traditional grid with
a large value of grid size (Figure 2A) generates the least number of orders. While this
setting uses the least amount of investment budget, price differences between orders
are larger than the other two settings, resulting in fewer opportunities to generate
profit when prices are deviating between two orders. On the other hand, a traditional
grid with a small value of grid size (Figure 2B) has smaller price differences between
orders when comparing to Figure 2A, leading to more opportunities to generate profit.
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However, such more opportunities to generate profit come with the need for a larger
investment budget to generate more orders in a grid. Most importantly, we observe
that orders closer to the market price are more important than the others and should
be focused on. This leads to Focus Zone, a grid that varies price differences between
orders, particularly, small differences (focused) surrounding the market price and large
differences (infrequent), otherwise. As illustrated in Figure 2C, a grid with a focused
zone shares the benefits of settings (Figures 2A & 2B), particularly, Focus Zone has an
area with a small grid size to gain more opportunities to generate profit surrounding the
market price, while having an area with a large grid size to cover price fluctuation.

(3A)

(3B)
Figure 3: An illustration of Trail Up.

(3C)

Trail Up is a feature that lifts the lowest buy orders higher to follow an upward trend of
a bullish market. Figure 3 shows an illustration of Trail Up. Transitioning between the
left-hand side sub-figure (3A) and the middle sub-figure (3B) shows the lowest orders
that are lifted higher to accommodate the current price, which is higher than the
highest buy order. After the current price slightly drops and matches with the highest
buy order, a sell order after Trail Up is placed higher than the current price as shown in
Figure 3C.
Take Profit is a feature that automatically closes the bots and sells all the target
currency at the market price when the take-profit condition is met. Take Profit can
ensure a guaranteed profit (no less than the specific TP%) in a volatile cryptocurrency
market.
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Take Profit Go is an upgrade feature from Take Profit that allows profit to run and follow
an upward trend of a bullish market while having the Take Profit Go condition to secure
the profit and activate Take Profit when the condition is met.
Stop Loss is a feature that automatically closes the bots and sells all the target
currency at the market price when the stop-loss condition is met. Stop Loss can be
used as a safety measure to limit the losses of investment in a bearish market.
Stop Loss Go is an upgrade feature from Stop Loss that allows the stop-loss condition
to adapt to the market profit and the bot profit. Stop Loss Go can limit losses and
secure the bot profit when facing a negative market reversal.
Auto Compound is a feature that allows bots to reinvest fully (or partially) from their
profit made from grid trading. This allows bots to generate larger buy-sell orders to
generate larger sizes of profit per transaction.
DCA or Dollar Cost Averaging is an investment strategy that invests in a target currency
in a regular interval. Similarly, our DCA-inspired feature allows bots to use their profit
to regularly invest in a target coin pair.
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